ABSTRACT Solar photospheric and meteoritic CI chondrite abundance determinations for all elements are summarized and the best currently available photospheric abundances are selected. The meteoritic and solar abundances of a few elements (e.g., noble gases, beryllium, boron, phosphorous, sulfur) are discussed in detail. The photospheric abundances give mass fractions of hydrogen (X ¼ 0:7491), helium (Y ¼ 0:2377), and heavy elements (Z ¼ 0:0133), leading to Z=X ¼ 0:0177, which is lower than the widely used Z=X ¼ 0:0245 from previous compilations. Recent results from standard solar models considering helium and heavy-element settling imply that photospheric abundances and mass fractions are not equal to protosolar abundances (representative of solar system abundances). Protosolar elemental and isotopic abundances are derived from photospheric abundances by considering settling effects. Derived protosolar mass fractions are X 0 ¼ 0:7110, Y 0 ¼ 0:2741, and Z 0 ¼ 0:0149. The solar system and photospheric abundance tables are used to compute self-consistent sets of condensation temperatures for all elements.
INTRODUCTION
The condensation temperatures of the elements from a solar composition gas are widely used as a diagnostic of chemical fractionation processes in astronomy, planetary science, and meteoritics. Wildt (1933) and Russell (1934) did probably the earliest thermochemical computations for gas chemistry in the Sun and for cool stars that also took condensation into account. Lord (1965) picked up on this theme, and since then, many studies have been dedicated to finding the volatility trends of the elements, which are expressed by the condensation temperature of an element and its compounds. Important studies include Larimer (1967 Larimer ( , 1973 , Grossman (1972) , Grossman & Larimer (1974) , Boynton (1975) , Wai & Wasson (1977 , Sears (1978) , Fegley & Lewis (1980) , Saxena & Eriksson (1983) , Fegley & Palme (1985) , Kornacki & Fegley (1986) , and Palme & Fegley (1990) . More recent studies have become quite detailed in investigating the condensation of major rock-forming elements under various potential nebular conditions, such as different dust-to-gas ratios (see, e.g., Ebel & Grossman 2000 and references therein).
Still, the available condensation temperatures, which have been calculated for almost all naturally occurring elements, are a melange from several studies dating back to the 1970s and 1980s (see summary tables in Wasson 1985 or Lodders & Fegley 1998 . In addition, these condensation temperatures are a mixture of '' condensation temperatures '' and '' 50% condensation temperatures,'' which makes comparisons of volatility somewhat difficult. It should be noted that for some elements condensation temperatures are not known well, if at all. These elements include several alkalis (Rb, Cs), halogens (F, Cl, Br, I) , and trace elements (Bi, In, Hg, Pb, Sn, and Tl) . More importantly, the different condensation studies used different sets of solar elemental abundances as well as thermodynamic properties, depending on what was available at the time. However, condensation temperatures of the elements change as solar abundances and thermodynamic properties are revised and updated.
Recently, Allende Prieto, Lambert, & Asplund (2001 presented substantial downward revisions of the solar abundances of oxygen and carbon compared to previous compilations. Carbon and oxygen are two abundant elements governing much of the chemistry of the other, less abundant elements. A lower absolute oxygen abundance will lower condensation temperatures of O-bearing compounds. In addition to the absolute O abundance, the C/O ratio influences condensation temperatures. The C/O ratio from the determination by Allende Prieto et al. (2001 Prieto et al. ( , 2002 is 0.5, which is slightly higher than the C/O ratio of 0.49 found by Grevesse & Sauval (1998) , and clearly higher than 0.42 from Anders & Grevesse (1989) . An increase in the C/O ratio toward unity lowers the condensation temperatures of oxides and silicates, and the initial oxide and silicate condensates are replaced by C-bearing compounds (e.g., Larimer 1975; Larimer & Bartholomay 1979; Lodders & Fegley 1993; Krot et al. 2000) . Changes in abundances of other elements such as sulfur or phosphorus also mean that their condensation temperatures will change. This paper presents updated solar abundances and selfconsistent condensation temperatures for all elements. In x 2, elemental abundances are selected. Data from solar spectroscopy (x 2.1) and meteoritic analyses (x 2.2) are used to derive a recommended set of photospheric abundances (x 2.3), which are then used to derive protosolar (=solar system) abundances in x 2.4. The abundances of the isotopes for the solar system composition are given in x 2.5. The condensation temperatures calculated for the photospheric and solar system abundances are discussed in x 3. Conclusions are given in x 4. and updates to photospheric and meteoritic abundances of the elements have become available. Updates to the Anders & Grevesse (1989) compilation were made by e.g., , Palme & Beer (1993) , Grevesse, Noels, & Sauval (1996) , and Grevesse & Sauval (1998 . In these compilations, the solar abundances derived from photospheric and meteoritic data are taken as representative of solar system abundances. (The term '' cosmic '' abundances, which was used as a synonym for solar system abundances in older literature, is avoided here.) It has been known for some time that abundances determined from lines in the Sun's photospheric spectrum and abundances in CI-type carbonaceous meteorites agree quite well when normalized to the same scale, with the exception of a few elements. When compared to the photosphere, meteorites are depleted in noble gases and H, C, N, and O, which readily form gaseous compounds, and enriched in elements (e.g., Li) that are processed in the Sun. Of the 83 naturally occurring elements, there are 56 for which a comparison of photospheric and CI chondrite abundances can be done. Excluded from the comparison are elements lighter than fluorine, the noble gases, and elements for which no or only very unreliable photospheric abundance determinations exist (see discussion below). Of the 56 elements for which the comparison can be done, the relative abundances of 31 elements in the photosphere and in CI chondrites agree within 10%; increasing the comparison to within 15% yields agreement for 41 elements. Therefore, the usually more precise analyses of CI chondrites can be used to refine photospheric abundances.
More recently, models of the Sun's evolution and interior show that currently observed photospheric abundances (relative to hydrogen) must be lower than those of the proto-Sun because helium and other heavy elements have settled toward the Sun's interior since the time of the Sun's formation some 4.55 Gyr ago. The abundances of elements heavier than helium apparently did not fractionate relative to each other, but they are fractionated relative to hydrogen (see x 2.3.1.1). Therefore, photospheric abundances relative to hydrogen are not representative of the solar system, and only the protosolar (i.e., unfractionated with respect to hydrogen) abundances represent the '' solar system elemental abundances. '' In the following text, '' meteoritic '' or '' CI chondrite '' abundances refer to elemental abundances from type CI carbonaceous chondrites, '' photospheric '' abundances refer to abundance determinations of the present Sun's photosphere, and '' protosolar '' or '' solar system abundances '' refer to elemental abundances of the proto-Sun at the time of its formation.
Two atomic abundance scales are commonly used. The value for an element '' El '' on the logarithmic astronomical scale is designated as AðElÞ ¼ log ðElÞ. On this scale, the number of H atoms is set to AðHÞ ¼ log nðHÞ ¼ 12, so that AðElÞ ¼ log ðElÞ ¼ log nðElÞ=nðHÞ
On the cosmochemical scale, atomic abundances are normalized to the number of silicon atoms of NðSiÞ ¼ 10 6 , and abundances on this scale are designated as N(El). The photospheric and meteoritic abundances on the two atomic scales are summarized in Table 1 , and solar system abundances are given in Table 2 .
Uncertainties of photospheric and meteoritic abundance determinations are compared using the relationship Uð%Þ ¼ AE100ð10 AEa À 1), where a is the uncertainty in dex units quoted for abundances on the logarithmic scale and U is the uncertainty on the linear scale in percent. The uncertainty in dex is an uncertainty factor; hence the percent uncertainty is smaller for Àa than for +a, or vice versa-a given percent uncertainty yields two different uncertainty factors. For a conservative approach, the larger percentage value U (from a given uncertainty a) or the larger uncertainty a (from a given U) is taken for comparison.
Solar Photospheric Abundances
The solar photospheric elemental abundance determinations, which are mainly derived from photospheric lines, are listed in Table 1 . This table contains the following information. The chemical symbols for all naturally occurring elements are given in column (1). The recommended elemental abundances for the solar photosphere, derived as described below, are given in astronomical scale [AðHÞ ¼ 12; col. [2] ), and cosmochemical scale [NðSiÞ ¼ 10 6 ; col. [3] ) atoms. Column (4) indicates how the recommended abundance was selected. Recommended elemental abundances for CI chondrites are listed in columns (5) and (6) . These values are derived from Table 3 as discussed in x 2.2. The selected abundances in the solar photosphere are given in columns (7) and (8). The references for the determination or reevaluation of the values listed in column (8) are given in column (9). The years of publication show that many elemental abundances have been (re-)determined relatively recently, but it also shows that the abundances for a few elements (e.g., F, Cl, Rb, Sn, Sb) are those determined almost 30 years ago and that for some elements (As, Se, Br, Te, I, Cs, Ta, Re, Hg, Bi) no photospheric determinations exist because there are no observable lines in the solar spectrum. The abundances of the noble gases He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe cannot be derived from the photospheric spectrum. Ne and Ar abundances can be derived from coronal sources such as solar wind (SW), solar flares, or solar energetic particles (SEP). The He abundance is derived indirectly from results of helioseismology. The abundances of He, Ne, and Ar are described in x 2.3.1. No solar abundance data are available for Kr and Xe; their abundances are derived theoretically. The abundances of F, Cl, and Tl are derived from sunspot spectra (Hall & Noyes 1969 Lambert, Mallia, & Smith 1972) . Photospheric elemental abundances are discussed in the individual papers listed in Table 1 and in various compilations. Notes on some selected elements are combined with the discussion of meteoritic abundances in x 2.3, where the recommended photospheric abundances are described.
CI Chondritic Abundances
Only five CI meteorite falls are known, and of these, only four are massive enough for multiple chemical analyses. Information about these five meteorites is summarized in Table 3 . CI chondrites are the most primitive chondrites in the sense that they are not chemically fractionated when relative abundances are compared to the photosphere. However, it should be noted that they are severely altered mineralogically from the '' pristine '' mineralogy expected for solar nebular condensates. Aqueous alteration on the CI chondrite parent body leads to the formation of hydrous (1)
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A(El) Recommended photospheric value from s = spectroscopy, m = meteoritic, a = average of spectroscopy and CI chondrites, t = theoretical value.
References.-(1) Carlsson et al. 1994; (2) Chiemlewski et al. 1975 silicates and carbonates and to magnetite formation from metal. This alteration must occur in a closed chemical system because overall relative elemental abundances of rocky elements are preserved. Indeed, chondrules are essentially absent from CI chondrites, which are only called '' chondrites '' because of their unfractionated elemental abundances. However, aqueous alteration likely has led to redistribution of some elements such as S, Ca, and Mn within the CI chondrite parent body, and abundance determinations for some elements may have statistically larger uncertainties, which simply reflect sample heterogeneity introduced by parent body alterations.
Here it should be noted that chondritic meteorites in their present form are not unaltered equilibrium condensates from the solar nebula. Chondrites have experienced mineralogical alterations by thermal metamorphism, and in the case of CI and CM chondrites, also by aqueous alteration on their parent bodies. However, the chondrite parent bodies themselves must have accumulated from nebular condensates. Assuming that the parent body alterations occurred in a closed system, the chemical composition then still remains that of the nebular condensates accreted by the chondritic meteorite parent bodies. However, some individual phases, such as calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions in chondrites, may represent more or less unaltered condensates (see x 3.2).
More analytical data are available for the Orgueil meteorite, the most massive of the CI chondrites, than for any of the others. Previous compilations (e.g., Anders & Grevesse 1989; Palme & Beer 1993) therefore give preference to the Orgueil data in selecting the solar system abundances based on meteorites. Here the CI chondrite group-mean composition was determined as follows. For each CI chondrite, elemental analyses were collected from the literature. The data sources include those given by Anders & Ebihara (1982) , Anders & Grevesse (1989) , Palme & Beer (1993) , and literature data published since then. Where relevant, literature sources are discussed in x 2.3. Mean elemental concentrations (by mass) for each meteorite were computed from all reliable analytical data. The resulting elemental means for each meteorite are listed in Table 3 , together with 1 standard deviations and the number of analyses (N) included in the mean.
The CI chondrite group-mean composition (last columns in Table 3 ) was obtained by taking the weighted average of the compositions from the individual meteorites, using the number of analyses (N) as statistical weight. The uncertainties given are the square root of the weighted variance of the weighted average. Values in parenthesis in Table 3 are not included in the computation of the group mean. Several elements (e.g., Mg, Ca, Mn, Cr, Na, and K) have larger uncertainties in individual chondrites than calculated for the group mean. However, the average abundances are similar for each meteorite, and the group mean therefore shows a smaller nominal deviation. In most cases, elemental uncertainties in individual meteorites reflect true abundance variations within the given meteorite and not necessarily differences in analytical procedures and results.
The CI chondrite elemental concentrations by mass from Table 3 were divided by the respective atomic weights and normalized to Si ¼ 10 6 atoms to obtain the data on the cosmochemical abundance scale shown in column (5) of Table  1 . For a comparison of the meteoritic with photospheric data, it is useful to place the meteoritic abundances on the astronomical log scale, which is normalized to AðHÞ ¼ 12. However, CI chondrites are depleted in hydrogen, and therefore the meteoritic abundances are coupled to the astronomical scale using another element. Here the meteoritic abundances on the astronomical log scale are shown in column (6), and were calculated using the relationship
so that the Si abundance from the cosmochemical scale equals the photospheric Si abundance of AðSiÞ ¼ 7:54 on the astronomical scale. The value of 1.540 was selected to obtain an exact match of the Si abundance on both scales. This approach is the same as used by Suess & Urey (1956) in their seminal paper, but is somewhat different from that used in other compilations (e.g., Cameron 1973 Cameron , 1982 Grevesse 1984; Anders & Grevesse 1989; Palme & Beer 1993) , in which the scale-coupling factor was obtained by averaging differences of AðElÞ photo À log NðElÞ CI of several elements from photospheric and meteoritic abundance determinations. For example, an individual scale-coupling factor can be calculated for 35 elements. The number of elements was limited here by the nominal uncertainties in the photospheric abundances, which must be below 25% in order to include an element in the comparison. (Note that this approach does not include all 41 elements for which the mean photospheric and meteoritic abundances agree within 15%, because it only relies on the quality of the photospheric abundance determinations.) This yields a coupling factor of 1:539 AE 0:046, not much different from the direct approach using silicon only. The approach of coupling the two scales by the use of an average factor is probably not necessary and seems to be a tradition from the past, when photospheric abundance determinations were more uncertain. There is also the question of which elements to include in obtaining such a coupling factor. Here the photospheric abundance uncertainty is used as a criterion, but someone else may choose different selection criteria. I prefer the direct coupling of the astronomical and cosmochemical scale for meteoritic abundance by silicon, which is already used to normalize the cosmochemical scale. This is much more straightforward and not associated with any bias in the selection of elements entering an average coupling factor. Also note that there is no need for a coupling factor at all if a comparison of meteoritic and photospheric abundances is done by using the cosmochemical abundance scale, because both abundance sets can independently be normalized to Si ¼ 10 6 atoms or another element that is well determined in both sets. However, often the comparison of meteoritic and photospheric abundances is only done using the logarithmic scale (e.g., Grevesse 1984; Anders & Grevesse 1989; Palme & Beer 1993; Grevesse & Sauval 1998) . Comparisons of the two elemental abundance sets both independently normalized to Si ¼ 10 6 atoms appears much more practical, because this avoids the logarithmic conversion factor altogether. In Table 1 , meteoritic and photospheric abundances are given on both the astronomical and cosmochemical scales to facilitate comparisons.
Selection of Photospheric Abundances
The solar photospheric abundances serve as a reference for abundance determinations in other astronomical objects, and a reliable photospheric abundance set is desirable. The selected photospheric abundances from solar and meteoritic abundance determinations are given in columns (2) and (3) of Table 1 . Column (4) indicates if the photospheric ('' s '') or meteoritic ('' m '') abundance is selected, and '' a '' indicates that the average of the solar and meteoritic abundances is adopted. The average is used either because both abundance determinations yield a similar value, or because photospheric and meteoritic values both have similar uncertainties, so that the uncertainty cannot serve as a guide to the '' best '' value. A '' t '' in column (4) indicates that a theoretical value was used.
The uncertainties listed in Table 1 for spectroscopic observations are those quoted in the references the values were taken from. The uncertainty for a given element in the CI chondrite abundances in Table 1 is the larger value of either the deviation of the weighted group mean from Table  3 or the maximum standard deviation for any of the individual meteorites. Thus, the uncertainties of CI chondritic abundances in Table 1 should reflect an upper limit to the variations in elemental abundance.
As mentioned above, the agreement between photospheric and meteoritic abundances is within 0.06 dex (15%) for 41 out of 56 rock-forming elements, and many values are indistinguishable within the uncertainties. Excluding Li, Be, and B (x 2.3.2), large disagreements are found for rockforming elements that have large uncertainties in photospheric abundance determinations (e.g., Au, Hf, In, Mn, Sn, Tm, W, Yb) and for elements whose abundances are also more variable in meteorites (e.g., Cl, Ga, Rb). These disagreements may be resolved when new transition probabilities become available and are applied to the photospheric abundance determinations. Most discrepant are W and In. The photospheric W abundance of AðWÞ ¼ 1:11 AE 0:15 used here is from Grevesse (1984) , which is based on the work by Holweger & Werner (1982) . A new analysis of the faint W line on which the abundance is based is probably necessary (see Grevesse 1984) . Recently, Bord & Cowley (2002) reanalyzed the photospheric In abundance, but as they discuss, the reason for the huge discrepancy between the meteoritic and photospheric In abundance remains elusive.
The abundances of Ti and Sc also deserve some brief comment, as they remain problematic despite the application of new transition probabilities to their photospheric determinations . The photospheric Ti abundance AðTiÞ ¼ 5:02 AE 0:06 in Table 1 is the value recommended by Grevesse et al. (1996) , somewhat lower than AðTiÞ ¼ 5:04 AE 0:04 from Bizzarri et al. (1993) . These values are not significantly different from AðTiÞ ¼ 4:99 AE 0:02 from Grevesse, Blackwell, & Petford (1989) . Thus, a difference of $0.08 dex between the photospheric and meteoritic abundance of AðTiÞ ¼ 4:92 AE 0:03 still needs to be explained. Similarly, the photospheric Sc abundance of AðScÞ ¼ 3:10 AE 0:09 adopted by Grevesse (1984) was changed to AðScÞ ¼ 3:05 AE 0:08 by Youssef & Amer (1989) , who used updated transition probabilities, as did Neuforge (1993) , whose abundance of AðScÞ ¼ 3:17 AE 0:10 was adopted by . Within the large uncertainty, the latter value just approaches the meteoritic abundance of AðScÞ ¼ 3:07 AE 0:04. The following sections describe the abundance selection of several other elements in more detail. The selected photospheric abundances of H, C, N, O and the noble gases He, Ne, and Ar in Table 1 are those obtained from '' solar '' determinations, because these elements are not quantitatively retained in meteorites.
The photospheric abundances of oxygen and carbon were redetermined recently by Allende Prieto et al. (2001 Prieto et al. ( , 2002 . Compared to the selected abundances of Grevesse & Sauval (1998) and Anders & Grevesse (1989) , the carbon abundance is now smaller by a factor of 1.4 or 1.5, respectively, and the oxygen abundance is reduced by a factor 1.4 or 1.7. The selected nitrogen abundance is that from Holweger (2001) , lowered by 0.1 dex as suggested by Allende Prieto et al. (2002) .
The comparison of solar and meteoritic abundances given in Table 1 shows that C, N, O, and H are only partially incorporated into rocky material. The CI chondrites have about 50% of the photospheric oxygen, 10% of the photospheric carbon, and 3% of the photospheric nitrogen abundance. Compared to the photospheric abundance, very little hydrogen ($0.02% of total photospheric H) is found in hydrated minerals and organic matter in CI chondrites. The selection of photospheric abundances of He and other noble gases is described below.
Helium Abundance
The helium abundance cannot be derived from the solar photospheric spectrum, so other methods must be employed. These methods provide He abundances for different times in the Sun's evolution, and results are summarized in Table 4 . The discussion of the He abundance is tied to the mass fractions of H, He, and the heavy elements, which are commonly designated as X, Y, and Z, respectively, with X þ Y þ Z ¼ 1. In the following, values without subscripts refer to current photospheric data and values with subscript '' 0 '' to protosolar data. Anders & Grevesse (1989) derived the protosolar He content [AðHeÞ 0 ¼ 10:99] from H ii regions and B stars of similar metallicity as the Sun. Heavy-element diffusion in the Sun was not considered, and it was assumed that element/ hydrogen ratios of the photosphere were representative of the metallicity of the proto-Sun. In Table 4 this assumption is indicated by ðZ=X Þ 0 ðZ=X Þ present . The protosolar value of AðHeÞ 0 ¼ 10:99 was also adopted in other compilations Grevesse et al. 1996) until the more recent He abundance determinations from solar standard models (SSM) and helioseismic data (see reviews by Christensen-Dalsgaard 1998 showed that the present He photospheric abundance is lower than AðHeÞ ¼ 10:99. This means that a combination of the protosolar He abundance of AðHeÞ 0 ¼ 10:99 with other current photospheric elemental abundances returns neither the correct overall photospheric abundances nor the correct overall protosolar abundances.
Standard solar models describe the evolution and structure of the Sun to its present state from the protosolar composition. The initial mass fractions of H, He, and the heavy elements (X 0 , Y 0 , Z 0 ) are one input to these models. The Sun's interior structure depends on composition and is not uniform because of nuclear reactions and gravitational settling of helium and heavy elements, i.e., Y < Y 0 and Z < Z 0 , so that X > X 0 . The diffusion of He and heavy elements was formerly only included in the so-called '' nonstandard '' solar models but now is integrated into most standard models. The helium mass fraction strongly influences the luminosity, and the amount of heavy elements is important because these elements serve as opacity sources. The test of solar models and their input parameters is whether or not they match the current radius, mass, and surface luminosity of the Sun, and the present composition (X, Y, Z) of the photosphere. However, the mass fraction or abundance of He in the photosphere is uncertain and is left as a free parameter. Only the mass ratio of heavy elements to hydrogen (Z/X ), which is of course independent of Y, serves as a test parameter.
It has been argued that the current Z/X is well constrained and may rule out heavy-element settling, because meteoritic and photospheric abundances agree, but this argument is flawed. The mass fraction Z is mainly determined by the sum of the masses of the light elements C, N, O, Ne, and the major rock-forming elements such as Si, Mg, Fe, etc. Typically, C, N, O, and Ne make up more than half of the total mass included in Z. However, meteorites only provide information on the relative abundances of the rockforming elements. For comparison with photospheric abundances, the meteoritic abundances are renormalized to match the Si abundances in the photosphere. After renormalization to the same scale, the relative abundances of rockforming elements such as Fe/Si or Mg/Si agree for CI chondrites and the photosphere. Meteoritic abundances can be used only to define the relative contribution of rock-forming elements within Z, but not the absolute value of Z or the Z/X ratio. The mass fraction of hydrogen is not constrained by meteoritic abundances, and Z/X remains a solely photospheric quantity. The agreement of the relative abundances of rock-forming elements in the photosphere and in meteorites cannot be taken as an argument that heavy-element settling does not occur in the Sun. If all rock-forming elements settled from the photosphere by the same amount, the relative abundances of rock-forming elements in the photosphere would still be the same as in CI chondrites.
The standard solar models derive not only the presentday He abundance in the outer convective zone (taken as representative of the photosphere) but also the initial mass fractions of He (Y 0 ) and heavy elements (Z 0 ). When available, both present and protosolar values from individual SSMs are given in Table 4 . The model described by Christensen-Dalsgaard (1998) yields an initial composition of Y 0 ¼ 0:2713, Z 0 ¼ 0:0196, X 0 ¼ 0:7091 (with Z 0 =X 0 ¼ 0:0276), which satisfies the observed luminosity and radius of the present Sun and the observed photospheric Z/X ratio of 0:0245 AE 0:0025 from and Grevesse & Sauval (1998) Gabriel (1997) taking diffusion into account also returns the observed Z/X ratio of 0.0245 adopted at that time. The corresponding helium mass fraction yields a current He abundance of AðHeÞ ¼ 10:92, and the initial He mass fraction gives a protosolar helium abundance of AðHeÞ 0 ¼ 10:99. A recent detailed study by Boothroyd & Sackmann (2003) gives essentially the same results.
Many of the recent solar models (e.g., ChristensenDalsgaard 1998; Boothroyd & Sackmann 2003) are calibrated to the observed Z/X ratio from the abundance table by , mainly because opacity tables are available for this composition. Helioseismic models used for comparison with SSMs also use the data. However, since Grevesse (1984) , the Z/X ratio has dropped because abundances of the major heavy elements (C, N, O, Ne), although associated with large uncertainties, are steadily revised downward. This trend is summarized in Table 5 . Because the more recent Z/X ratios are lower, it is not appropriate to directly adopt the He abundances from SSMs calibrated for Z=X ¼ 0:0245. A lower photospheric Z/X implies a correspondingly lower Z 0 /X 0 as well as lower Y and Y 0 values from SSMs because opacity from heavy elements is reduced and a lower initial He abundance may suffice in matching the solar luminosity.
The selected photospheric abundances here from Table 1 give Z=X ¼ 0:0177, which is only about three-quarters of the Z=X ¼ 0:0245 used in many SSM and helioseismic models. In the absence of detailed SSMs calibrated for the photospheric Z/X ratio adopted here, the following approach is used to find the He abundance. Boothroyd & Sackmann (2003) present a comprehensive study of how input parameters affect solar modeling. The results from their reference model (model 1 in their paper) and models with lower Z/X ratios (their models 29-31) are used to derive scaling relations for an estimate of the helium mass fraction. The results from their model with the lowest Z/X ratio that still satisfies observed solar data are shown for comparison in Table 4 . A fit for the data of models 1 and 29-31 of Boothroyd & Sackmann (2003) gives Y ¼ 0:2246ðAE0:0019Þ þ 0:7409ðAE0:0818ÞðZ=X Þ. This yields Y ¼ 0:2377ðAE0:0030Þ for Z=X ¼ 0:0177 selected here. The uncertainty in Y includes the uncertainty from the fit parameters and a 10% uncertainty in Z/X, which enters Z from uncertainties in the C, N, O, and Ne abundances (Table 1) .
In order to convert the helium mass fraction to the atomic He abundance, the mass fraction of hydrogen (X ) or the mass fraction ratio Y/X must be computed. The absolute mass fractions of hydrogen and heavy elements are uniquely defined for a given (Z/X ) and the corresponding helium mass fraction by the equations
The atomic n(He)/n(H) ratio and the He abundance [A(He)] on the atomic scale depend on Y and Z/X because nðHeÞ nðHÞ
Inserting the values for Y and Z/X obtained here gives nðHeÞ=nðHÞ ¼ 0:0793ðAE0:0010Þ and a photospheric helium abundance of AðHeÞ ¼ 10:899 AE 0:005. The uncertainty in A(He) includes that from the fit and those in X, Y, and Z (see Table 4 ). It is convenient to also describe the derivation of the protosolar He abundance (x 2.4) in this section. Again, scaling relations from the models by Boothroyd & Sackmann (2003) are used. The present and protosolar Z/X ratios in the models mentioned above give the correlation ðZ 0 =X 0 Þ ¼ 6:545ðAE0:937Þ Â 10 À4 þ 1:150ðAE0:004ÞðZ=X Þ, which is used to obtain Z 0 =X 0 ¼ 0:0210 AE 0:0021 from the photospheric Z/X ratio above. As the uncertainties in the fit parameters are small, the uncertainty in Z 0 /X 0 is essentially the same (10%) as for Z/X. The Ne and Ar abundances are often derived from solar wind (SW), solar energetic particles (SEP), and impulse flare spectra (see, e.g., Meyer 1989 Meyer , 1996 . Holweger (2001) evaluated the Ne abundance as AðNeÞ ¼ 8:001 AE 0:069 using Ne/Mg and O/Ne ratios from extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) observations of emerging active regions as given by Widing (1997) . Using the same procedure as described by Holweger (2001) , the adopted oxygen abundance (Allende Prieto et al. 2001) , and Mg abundance (Holweger 2001) , I obtain a Ne abundance of 7:99 AE 0:07, slightly lower than Holweger's value. However, this approach assumes that the O/Mg ratio is photospheric in the emerging regions. Widing's O/Mg ratio is 21:6 AE 2:1, which appears to be close to the photospheric value of O/Mg ¼ 22:2 from Anders & Grevesse (1989) or 19.5 from Grevesse et al. (1996) . The O/Mg ratio from the selected photospheric data here is 13.9; the selected data by Holweger (2001) Grevesse & Sauval (1998) . However, with the lower Ne abundance obtained here, the discrepancy between the photospheric and coronal plume data is removed.
2.3.1.3. Argon Abundance Young et al. (1997) re-evaluated the photospheric Ar abundance as 6:47 AE 0:10, based mainly on the Ar/O ratio of the solar wind as observed in lunar soils. They reevaluated Ar in order to compare the photospheric Ar/Ca ratio to their Ar/Ca measurements of coronal plasma, where Ar and Ca are fractionated as a result of the FIP effect (which means that Ar/Ca from coronal plasma cannot be used to derive the photospheric Ar abundance). Grevesse & Sauval (1998) compared the photospheric Ar data of Young et al. (1997) to the SEP abundance of Ar from Reames (1998) and selected the latter as AðArÞ ¼ 6:40 AE 0:06 because of the smaller uncertainty. However, Ar is a high-FIP element like C, N, O, and Ne, so Ar should be depleted in SEPs relative to the photosphere as are the other high-FIP elements (see Fig. 2 of Reames 1998). Hence, the SEP value of AðArÞ ¼ 6:39 AE 0:026 listed by Reames (1998) only represents a lower limit to the actual photospheric Ar abundance, as does the value from Young et al. (1997) derived from solar wind data for similar reasons. Both values are much smaller than the value AðArÞ ¼ 6:56 AE 0:10 given by Anders & Grevesse (1989) , who also considered SW and SEP data for photospheric Ar, but not before adding a factor correcting for coronal/photospheric fractionations.
The Ar abundance selected here is from an interpolation of the 36 Ar abundance between 28 Si and 40 Ca, where local nuclear statistical equilibrium is well-established (Cameron 1973 (Cameron , 1982 . The 36 Ar abundance derived from this semiequilibrium abundance method is then scaled to the elemental photospheric Ar abundance of AðArÞ ¼ 6:55 AE 0:08 using the isotopic abundances listed in Table 6 . This abundance is assigned an uncertainty of 20%.
Krypton and Xenon Abundances
The abundances of the heavy noble gases Kr and Xe are based on theoretical values from neutron-capture element systematics, renormalized to the selected Si abundance here. The Kr abundance AðKrÞ ¼ 3:28 AE 0:08 is from the data given by Palme & Beer (1993) , who considered contributions from the main and weak s-process to the 82 Kr isotopic composition, which was then combined with the abundances of the Kr isotopes from Wieler (2002; see Table 6 ) to obtain the Kr elemental abundance. This Kr abundance is about 13% higher than AðKrÞ ¼ 3:23 AE 0:07 from Anders & Grevesse (1989) . In this respect, it is worth mentioning that Raiteri et al. (1993) Anders & Grevesse (1989) . This Xe abundance is not changed if the isotopic abundances from Wieler (2002) are applied, although there are minor changes in the absolute abundance of the individual Xe isotopes (see Table 6 ). The elemental Xe abundance is 10%-20% higher than in the previous computations, and the level of uncertainty dropped significantly.
Noble Gases in CI Chondrites
The noble gas abundances thought to be indigenous to CI chondrites are given for comparison in Table 1 . These abundances were obtained by scaling the isotopic abundances (in nl g À1 or pl g À1 ) of 4 He, 20 Ne, 36 Ar, 84 Kr, and 132 Xe given by Anders & Grevesse (1989) to elemental abundances, taking the isotopic contribution to each element into account. When compared to the selected photospheric abundances, the noble gas abundances in CI chondrites follow a depletion trend correlated with their atomic masses, with Xe depleted by a factor of $10 4 and Ne depleted by a factor of $10 9 . Obviously, the meteoritic noble gas abundances cannot be used to refine photospheric abundances.
Elements Depleted in the Sun Relative to CI Chondrites:
Li, Be, and B
Until recently, the light elements Li, B, and Be were thought to be depleted in the Sun. However, new analyses of B and Be in the photosphere and in CI chondrites suggest that B and Be are apparently not destroyed in the Sun, leaving a problem for theorists to explain why only Li is processed, but not Be and B (see, e.g., Grevesse & Sauval 1998) . The abundance determinations of Li in the Sun and in CI chondrites are relatively certain and show that the photospheric Li abundance is about 150 times lower than the value preserved in meteorites. However, abundance determinations of B and Be are problematic in both the Sun and meteorites, as described next.
Beryllium Abundance
The photospheric Be abundance of AðBeÞ ¼ 1:15 AE 0:20 from Chiemlewski, Mü ller, & Brault (1975) served as the solar reference value until Balachandran & Bell (1998) revised the abundance to AðBeÞ ¼ 1:40 AE 0:09. Within uncertainties, the latter photospheric abundance is in agreement with the meteoritic Be abundance of 1.42 from Anders & Grevesse (1989) or the 1:41 AE 0:08 selected here (Table 1) . This agreement suggests that the Sun is not depleted in Be. However, both the photospheric and the meteoritic abundance determinations are uncertain. Balachandran & Bell (1998) suggested that UV opacity in the regions of the accessible Be ii lines had to be increased, which led to a higher solar Be abundance. This approach was recently questioned by Boesgaard et al. (2001) , who argue in favor of the older solar Be abundance determined by Chiemlewski et al. (1975) . Another problem with the Be abundance determination could be related to the oxygen abundance. One reason that Balachandran & Bell (1998) increased the UV opacity was the need to match the oxygen abundance from solar UV OH bands to that determined from IR bands of OH. Using the standard continuum opacity and the IR-based O abundance of AðOÞ ¼ 8:75, Balachandran & Bell (1998) calculated UV OH features stronger than observed. Hence, they adopted a 1.6 times stronger continuum opacity for modeling. The oxygen abundance used by Balachandran & Bell (1998) is about 1.2 times larger than the new oxygen abundance of AðOÞ ¼ 8:69 determined by Allende Prieto et al. (2001) . If the O abundance is lower, there may be no need to increase continuum opacity to match the UV OH features. In that case, the higher O abundance used by Balachandran & Bell (1998) , and not the continuum opacity, could be the root of the problem, thus leading to an overestimate of the solar Be abundance. Until this issue is resolved, the photospheric Be abundance of Chiemlewski et al. (1975) is selected here.
The CI chondritic Be abundance is plagued with uncertainties stemming from the procedure used to obtain the value. Commonly, the CI chondritic Be abundance is derived indirectly by comparing refractory element abundance ratios among different carbonaceous chondrite groups (see, e.g., Anders & Grevesse 1989) . This is done because only a single measurement of Be (19 ppb by mass) in one CI chondrite (Orgueil) is reported in the literature, in an abstract by Vilcsek (1977) . This value is equivalent to a Be atomic abundance of AðBeÞ ¼ 1:29. It is unclear whether or not this single determination is representative for CI chondrites because it is lower than expected from refractory element abundance systematics.
Beryllium is a refractory element like Ca and Al, and abundances of these and other refractory elements have been determined in carbonaceous chondrites of type CV and CM. The abundance ratios of refractory elements in CM (and CV) chondrites relative to CI chondrites yield approximately constant factors, e.g., CM/CI ¼ 1:40 and CV/CI ¼ 2:00. Mean Be abundances in CM and CV chondrites are 34:5 AE 5:7 ppb and 51:3 AE 5:1 ppb, respectively. The CM and CV chondrite abundances and enrichment factors give CI chondritic Be concentrations of 24:6 AE 4:1 ppb (from CM) and 25:7 AE 2:6 ppb (from CV). The average of these two values 25:2 AE 5 ppb is adopted here, which leads to the CI chondrite abundance of AðBeÞ ¼ 1:41 AE 0:08. This method appears straightforward, but Be concentrations in CM and CV chondrites are only based on a few determinations. The value for CM chondrites is the average from two meteorites (Murchison and Murray) from analyses by Eisentraut, Griest, & Sievers (1971) , Quandt & Herr (1974) , Sill & Willis (1962), and Vilcsek (1977) . The Be concentration for CV chondrites is based on three analyses from the Allende meteorite taken from Eisentraut et al. (1971) , Quandt & Herr (1974), and Vilcsek (1977) ; there are no other published Be analyses for other CV chondrites.
The indirectly derived CI chondritic value, AðBeÞ ¼ 1:41 AE 0:08, is adopted here as the meteoritic abundance. When compared to the photospheric abundance of AðBeÞ ¼ 1:15 AE 0:20 by Chiemlewski et al. (1975) , the meteoritic value suggests that the Sun is depleted in Be by a factor of $1.8. The photospheric abundance AðBeÞ ¼ 1:40 AE 0:09 from Balachandran & Bell (1998) is essentially the same as the meteoritic value, suggesting no Be depletion in the Sun. If one prefers the single direct CI chondrite Be abundance of AðBeÞ ¼ 1:29 and the photospheric value from Chiemlewski et al. (1975) , the meteoritic value is still higher by a factor of $1.4. However, if the single direct meteoritic Be determination is compared to the photospheric value from Balachandran & Bell (1998) the problem is further compounded because then the Sun, and not the meteorites, would be enriched by a factor of $1.3. Currently, firm statements about the Be depletion, if any, in the Sun cannot be made, as the available data accommodate a range of depletion factors from 1 to 2 times lower than the meteoritic value. This issue can only be cleared up when problems in solar Be abundance determinations are resolved and more analyses of Be in CI chondrites are published.
Boron Abundance
The solar B abundance of AðBÞ ¼ 2:7 þ0:21 À0:12 determined by Cunha & Smith (1999) is $25% larger than the previous value of AðBÞ ¼ 2:6 given by Kiselman & Carlsson (1996) and Kohl, Parkinson, & Withbroe (1977) . Any of these values is lower than the meteoritic abundance of AðBÞ ¼ 2:88 AE 0:04 selected by Anders & Grevesse (1989) . While the solar B abundance was revised upward by 0.1 dex by Cunha & Smith (1999) , the meteoritic B abundance has dropped by the same amount since Anders & Grevesse (1989) . Boron analyses in meteorites are often unreliable because samples are easily contaminated. However, new analyses from interior samples of two CI chondrites by Zhai & Shaw (1994) yield a mean B concentration of 0:71 AE 0:07 ppm (see Table 3 ), which translates to AðBÞ ¼ 2:78 AE 0:04. Taking the selected meteoritic and solar abundances at face value, B is slightly depleted in the Sun by a factor of $1.2, but considering uncertainties in the photospheric and meteoritic values, this depletion may not be real.
Phosphorus Abundance
The photospheric P abundance of AðPÞ ¼ 5:49 AE 0:04 determined by Berzonsh, Svanberg, & Biémont (1997) updates the previous value of AðPÞ ¼ 5:45 determined by both Biémont et al. (1994) and Lambert & Luck (1978) . The latter value was selected for the solar abundance by Anders & Grevesse (1989) and Grevesse & Sauval (1998) , and is smaller than their adopted meteoritic value of AðPÞ ¼ 5:57. Recently, Wolf & Palme (2001) reanalyzed P in CI chondrites. Their results decrease the meteoritic abundance to AðPÞ ¼ 5:43 AE 0:05 (Table 1 ). The new meteoritic P abundance is much closer to the older solar value of 5.45 than the new solar value of 5.49 from Berzonsh et al. (1997) . However, the meteoritic value is only based on the P abundance in the Orgueil meteorite, for which a concentration of 920 AE 100 ppm is derived (mainly from data by Wolf & Palme 2001) . The P abundances of other CI chondrites are much more uncertain; for Ivuna, one reliable P analysis of 760 ppm exists (Wolf & Palme 2001) , whereas P analyses of other CI chondrites date back several decades to almost a century, and range from 500 to 1800 ppm (see Mason 1963) . Because both the photospheric and meteoritic abundances have 10% relative uncertainty, the average of AðPÞ ¼ 5:46 AE 0:04 is adopted as representative for the solar photosphere.
Sulfur Abundance
Grevesse (1984) adopted AðSÞ ¼ 7:21 AE 0:06 for the photospheric S abundance, which was the widely used value until the recent determination of AðSÞ ¼ 7:33 AE 0:11 by Biémont, Quinet, & Zeippen (1993) , which was adopted by Grevesse et al. (1996) and Grevesse & Sauval (1998) . However, this sulfur abundance seems high compared to the meteoritic abundance (see following), and recent determinations of the photospheric abundance of AðSÞ ¼ 7:20 AE 0:03 by Chen et al. (2002) and AðSÞ ¼ 7:22 AE 0:07 by TakedaHirai et al. (2002) essentially reproduce the S abundance of AðSÞ ¼ 7:23 from Lambert & Luck (1978) and the selected photospheric value of AðSÞ ¼ 7:21 AE 0:06 from Grevesse (1984) . Here a photospheric AðSÞ ¼ 7:21 AE 0:05 is selected from the most recent data.
The meteoritic value found by Anders & Grevesse (1989) is AðSÞ ¼ 7:27 AE 0:02 based on five analyses of four CI chondrites given by Mason (1963) . Palme & Beer (1993) recommend a meteoritic AðSÞ ¼ 7:18 AE 0:04, which is based on the average of 5.25% S by mass for the two Orgueil analyses given in Mason's (1963) compilation. The CI chondrite group-mean concentration of 5:41 AE 0:37% by mass adopted here is the weighted average of the sulfur content of three CI chondrites for which S analyses are given by Curtis & Gladney (1985) , Dreibus et al. (1995) , Folinsbee, Douglas, & Maxwell (1967) , Fredriksson & Kerridge (1988) , and Mason (1963) . This yields AðSÞ ¼ 7:19 AE 0:04 for the meteoritic S abundance, which is chosen as representative for the photosphere because of the smaller uncertainty than that of the direct spectroscopic determination.
Bromine and Iodine Abundances
There are no spectroscopic analyses of Br and I in the Sun, and abundances representative of the photosphere are derived from meteoritic abundances. However, Br and I are variable in CI chondrites, and analyses are troublesome. Anders & Grevesse (1989) , following Anders & Ebihara (1982) , relied on element ratios to obtain Br and I abundances. They assumed that ratios of Br/In and Br/Cd in CI chondrites are similar to those in CV and CO chondrites and type EH enstatite chondrites. Thus, using these known ratios from other chondrite groups returns the CI chondritic Br abundance if In and Cd concentrations are known in CI chondrites. For iodine, the respective ratios of I/F, I/Br, I/In, and I/Cd were used. However, these correlations do not yield Br and I abundances with smaller uncertainties than the direct determinations of Br and I in CI chondrites. Here analytical data for Br and I in CI chondrites were used to find the mean CI chondritic concentrations given in Table  3 . The atomic abundances corresponding to these concentrations are chosen as representative for photospheric Br and I abundances, which, however, have more than 20% uncertainty.
Mercury Abundance
The photospheric abundance of Hg is highly uncertain, and spectroscopic abundance determinations give AðHgÞ < 3:0 (Lambert, Mallia, & Warner 1969) , AðHgÞ ¼ 0:93 AE 0:08 (Walter & Beer 1983) , and AðHgÞ < 1:9 (Liumbimkov & Zalaetdinova 1987 ). The data spread shows that Hg abundance determinations are unreliable for the Sun, and the Hg abundance is therefore based on meteoritic or theoretical values. However, while several Hg analyses for CI chondrites exist, the major outcome of these analyses is that they show sample contamination and the difficulty of finding clean samples in order to determine pristine Hg concentrations. Anders & Grevesse (1989) and Palme & Beer (1993) use element neutron-capture systematics to find NðHgÞ ¼ 0:34 and 0.41, respectively. Palme & Beer (1993) note that Orgueil samples are contaminated with Hg, but find that the theoretical Hg abundance agrees reasonably well with the Hg abundance of 310 ppb determined for the Ivuna CI chondrite. The Hg abundance in Ivuna is a single determination reported by Spettel et al. (1994) . The Hg concentration listed in Table 3 is derived from three selected determinations for Ivuna of 180 ppb (Case et al. 1973) , 310 ppb (Spettel et al. 1994) , and 390 ppb (Reed & Jovanovic 1967) , and from two determinations for Orgueil of 480 ppb (Case et al. 1973 ) and 210 ppb (Reed & Jovanovic 1967) . The weighted average from these two meteorites (0:31 AE 0:03 ppm) is adopted as the CI chondrite group-mean Hg concentration in Table 3 . This value gives NðHgÞ ¼ 0:413 and AðHgÞ ¼ 1:16 AE 0:04, which is compatible with the abundance from r-and s-process systematics. The nominal uncertainty from the statistics appears small, but the overall uncertainties in Hg analyses easily allow uncertainties of 50% (AE0.18 dex) or more. Within these uncertainties, the meteoritic abundance is closer to the solar abundance determined by Walter & Beer (1983) . Here the photospheric Hg abundance is adopted as AðHgÞ ¼ 1:16 AE 0:18 from the selected Hg analyses in CI chondrites.
Solar System Abundances of the Elements
The discussion in x 2 indicates that the photospheric abundances are not representative of the '' bulk '' Sun (or proto-Sun or solar system) because heavy-element fractionation in the Sun has altered photospheric abundances. The current and protosolar mass fractions of H, He, and the heavy elements are derived in conjunction with the photospheric He abundance in x 2.3.1.1. The results from Table 4 are used to obtain the protosolar elemental abundances (indicated by subscript '' 0 '') from the recommended selected photospheric abundances in Table 1 . The H abundances in both cases are AðHÞ ¼ AðHÞ 0 12 by definition. The He abundances on the astronomical scale are AðHeÞ ¼ 10:899 and AðHeÞ 0 ¼ 10:984, as given in Table 4 . The protosolar abundances of all other elements are uniformly increased relative to the photospheric values using the relationship ðZ=X Þ=ðZ 0 =X 0 Þ ¼ 0:8429. This shows that $16% heavy-element fractionation has taken place in comparison to $18% of He settling during the lifetime of the Sun. Taking the logarithm of 0.8429 relates photospheric abundances of elements heavier than He to protosolar values via
Note that the ratio Z/Z 0 cannot be used to find the conversion factor because as shown in equation (1), the definition of A(element) includes the element/hydrogen ratio. The resulting solar system abundances on the logarithmic scale are given in Table 2 . The protosolar abundances on the cosmochemical scale where NðSiÞ ¼ 10 6 atoms are derived from the abundances on the logarithmic scale by combining equations (5) and (2) 
The conversion factor for the two abundance scales of protosolar abundances is thus the sum of 1:540 þ log 0:8429. Solar system abundances on the cosmochemical scale by number are also given in Table 2 . On this scale, the protosolar abundances of all elements, except for H and He, are the same as photospheric abundances. This is the obvious outcome for element normalization to Si ¼ 10 6 . The protosolar H abundance is only $0.84 times that of the photosphere, while the respective He abundance is $1.02 times photospheric. The protosolar He abundance must appear slightly higher than unity on this scale because He settling from the outer layers of the Sun was slightly more efficient than that of the heavy elements, which are used for normalization of this scale. The difference in protosolar and photospheric abundances thus expresses itself either by a higher metallicity of the proto-Sun when the astronomical abundance scale is used, or by a relative depletion in hydrogen on the cosmochemical scale.
Abundances of the Isotopes
This section briefly describes the sources for Table 6 , which lists the isotopic abundances on the cosmochemical scale for the solar system composition given in Table 2 . Table 6 also lists (noted with asterisks) the abundances of radioactive and radiogenic isotopes at 4.55 Gyr ago. Table 6 is an update from a similar table given in Anders & Grevesse (1989) and is included here because many changes in isotopic compositions of the elements have been made since then. The latest IUPAC recommended isotopic compositions of the elements are given in Rosman & Taylor (1998) . These terrestrial isotopic compositions were used as representative for all elements in Table 6 except for H and the noble gases. The Sr isotopes are adjusted for an initial 87 Sr/ 86 Sr chondritic value of 0.69885 from Minster, Birck, & Allègre (1982) , and the Nd isotopes for the 4.55 Ga initial of 143 Nd/ 144 Nd = 0.505906 from data by Jacobsen & Wasserburg (1984) . The Hf isotopes are modified for an initial 176 Hf/ 177 Hf = 0.279628 (Bizzarro et al. 2003) . The Os isotopes reflect the 187 Os/ 188 Os initial of 0.09530 (Chen, Papanastassiou, & Wasserburg 1998) and 186 Os/ 188 Os = 0.119820 (Walker et al. 1997 ) for 4.55 Ga ago. The Pb abundances correspond to the primordial Pb composition of Gö pel, Manhès, & Allègre (1985) .
The protosolar isotopic compositions of H and the noble gases were recently reviewed by Wieler (2002) , and his results are adopted here. The hydrogen isotopic composition is taken from the D/H ratio of 1:94ðAE0:39Þ Â 10 À5 , and for helium, the 3 He/ 4 He ratio of 1:66ðAE0:05Þ Â 10 À4 as determined for Jupiter's atmosphere is taken as a representative protosolar value. The Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe isotopic compositions are taken from the isotope ratios given for the solar wind by Wieler (2002) .
CONDENSATION TEMPERATURES OF THE ELEMENTS
Having established the abundances of the elements in the previous sections, their condensation temperatures are calculated next. There are two abundance sets of the elements (photospheric and protosolar), and condensation temperatures will be different for each set, as they have different slightly metallicity. Therefore, the question is, which abundance set should be used to calculate condensation temperatures? The solar system (or protosolar) abundances should be used for modeling chemistry in the solar nebula and other systems of solar metallicity. Condensation temperatures for the photospheric abundance set are not directly applicable to the solar nebula because of the slightly lower metallicity caused by gravitational settling of the elements from the photosphere. However, the photospheric elemental abundances are used as a standard reference for abundance normalization in other stars, so one may want a self-consistent set of abundances and condensation temperatures for comparisons. Therefore, condensation temperatures were computed for both abundance sets.
The condensation temperatures and the 50% condensation temperatures are calculated for all elements at a total pressure of 10 À4 bar. This pressure was chosen because it is characteristic for the total pressure near 1 AU in the solar nebula (see Fegley 2000) . Many of the previously computed condensation temperatures of the elements are also computed for this total pressure, which facilitates comparison of the computations (see, e.g., Larimer 1967 Larimer , 1973 Grossman 1972; Grossman, & Larimer 1974; Boynton 1975; Wai & Wasson 1977 Sears 1978; Fegley & Lewis 1980; Saxena & Eriksson 1983; Fegley & Palme 1985; Kornacki & Fegley 1986; Palme & Fegley 1990; Ebel & Grossman 2000) . The next sections give technical notes on condensation calculations, the condensates of the major elements (hereafter also called rock-forming elements), condensation chemistry of the minor and trace elements, and the condensation chemistry of ices.
Computational Methods and Nomenclature
The chemical equilibrium condensation temperatures are computed with the CONDOR code (e.g., Lodders & Fegley 1993 Fegley & Lodders 1994) . The advantage of using the CONDOR code is that the chemistry of all elements is considered simultaneously. This is important because the chemistry (species in the gas, type of condensate) of minor elements is affected by that of major elements.
The condensation temperature of Al, Fe, or any other another element is determined by the total pressure, the elemental abundances that determine the partial pressures in the gas, the distribution of an element between different gases and condensates, and the vapor pressure of the element. The CONDOR computer program considers these factors in the calculations. The code operates by simultaneously solving for mass balance and chemical equilibrium for 2000 gases and 1600 condensates of all naturally occurring elements.
In the case of Al, the total abundance of Al in all forms is n(Al), which is the protosolar or photospheric abundance of Al. The total mole fraction (X ) of Al is then
where n(H+H 2 +He) is the sum of the H and He abundances with the temperature-dependent H and H 2 equilibrium taken into account. In the actual computation, other gases such as CO, H 2 O, N 2 , Ne, ions, etc., are also included in the denominator, but these are neglected in the description here for clarity. Multiplying X AEAl by the total pressure P tot gives the pressure of Al in all forms, which is equal to the partial pressure sum for Al,
Equation (8) can be rewritten in terms of the thermodynamic activity of Al (a Al ), the equilibrium constants (K i ) for forming the Al gases from the constituent elements in their reference states, and the thermodynamic activities and fugacities of other elements combined with Al in gases,
The actual mass balance sum for Al in the CONDOR code includes $80 Al-bearing gases. The most important ones in a solar composition gas are Al and AlOH, followed by Al 2 O, AlH, AlF, and AlCl. Analogous forms of equation (9) are written for each element in the code. The equilibrium constants (K i ) in the equations are taken from thermodynamic data compilations such as the JANAF tables (Chase 1999) , Gurvich, Veyts, & Alcock (1989) , and the primary thermodynamic literature. The majority of the thermodynamic data sources used are listed in Fegley & Lodders (1994) and Lodders & Fegley (1993) . Some updates to our thermodynamic database have been published (Lodders 1999 (Lodders , 2003 , and others are in publication in the near future. Equation (9) shows that the chemistry of the elements is coupled, and the mass balance equations from the set of coupled, nonlinear equations are solved iteratively. An initial guess is assumed for the activity or fugacity of each element. These guesses can be optimized if the major gas for each element is known, but this is not necessary for the code to operate properly. CONDOR solves the set of mass balance equations and returns the thermodynamic activity or fugacity for each element, the abundances of all gases (molecules, radicals, atoms, ions) included in the code, and information on the quality of the calculated results for each element. The convergence criterion requires that the calculated and input abundances for each element agree to within 1 part in 10 15 .
Condensate stabilities are computed considering compound formation from the elements in their respective reference states. For example, the reaction 2Al ðgÞ þ 1:5O 2 ¼ Al 2 O 3 ðsÞ ð 10Þ
is used for corundum. Condensation occurs when the thermodynamic activity of Al 2 O 3 reaches unity, and this is calculated from
where K Al 2 O 3 is the temperature-dependent equilibrium constant for corundum, and a Al and f O 2 are taken from the gas-phase equilibrium calculations described above. The activities of all other possible condensates are computed in a similar fashion. (The concept of activity is defined in many thermodynamic textbooks, such as Lewis & Randall 1961.) At the temperature at which the thermodynamic activity of a pure phase (e.g., Fe-metal, corundum [Al 2 O 3 ], iron sulfide
[FeS]) reaches unity, the compound or element begins to condense from the gas phase. In the following discussion, this temperature is referred to as '' appearance condensation temperature,'' or just '' condensation temperature,'' which is different from the 50% condensation temperature described below. Once corundum is stable, the fraction of Al ( Al ) condensed in corundum is calculated and the gas-phase abundance of Al (P AEAl ) is reduced by multiplying by (1 À Al ) (see also Palme & Fegley 1990 for this procedure). Analogous corrections are made for all elements distributed between the gas and condensates. The gas-phase and gassolid chemical equilibria are coupled and solved simultaneously using iterative techniques.
Equations (9) and (11) show that the Al chemistry is affected by the oxygen fugacity, which depends on the distribution of oxygen between CO, H 2 O, SiO, and other O-bearing gases. The mass-balance sum for oxygen is
where a C and a Si are the thermodynamic activities of carbon and silicon. Because the solar O/C and O/Si atomic ratios are $2 and $14, respectively, SiO is less important than CO and H 2 O for controlling the f O 2 to a good first approximation. The H 2 O/H 2 ratio is a convenient proxy for the oxygen fugacity. The H 2 O/H 2 ratio of the solar system composition gas is about 5:0 Â 10 À4 , roughly half of 9:2 Â 10 À4 resulting from the solar abundances given by Anders & Grevesse (1989) . This means that at constant temperature, the thermodynamic activity of corundum from equation (11) is lower for the solar system composition here than for that given in Anders & Grevesse (1989) . In turn, the condensation temperature of corundum are also lower because a Al 2 O 3 reaches unity only at lower temperatures when the temperature-dependent equilibrium constant becomes larger.
The condensation temperatures of other elements (e.g., Ca, Mg, Ti, Si) which condense as oxides and silicates are affected in a similar manner by the new oxygen fugacity. However, for some elements like Fe and Ni, the gas chemistry is essentially independent of f O 2 . For example, monatomic Fe is the dominant Fe gas (P AEFe % P Fe ), and the condensation reaction is Fe ðgÞ ¼ Fe ðmetalÞ ;
for which the equilibrium constant is
where A and B are fit coefficients that describe the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant in a simplified form. The iron condensation temperature follows from the requirement of a Fe 1 ¼ K Fe P Fe , so that
The reverse of reaction (13) is the vaporization reaction of Fe metal to Fe (g), for which the vapor pressure equation is log P vap ¼ A 0 þ B 0 =T, with A 0 ¼ ÀA and B 0 ¼ ÀB. Hence, the equilibrium condensation temperature is the temperature at which the gas partial pressure (P i ) equals the vapor pressure (P vap ) of the condensing species. In other words, the saturation ratio S ¼ P i =P vap ¼ 1 equals the thermodynamic activity a i .
No. 2, 2003 SOLAR SYSTEM ABUNDANCES AND CONDENSATION
For calculating standard condensation temperatures, condensates remain in equilibrium with the gas as temperature drops. This means that the first (primary) condensates can react with the gas to form secondary condensates at lower temperatures. This scenario applies to physical settings such as the solar nebula, protostellar and protoplanetary disks, and stellar outflows such as those around mass-losing giant stars. However, this condensation sequence does not apply to giant planetary, brown dwarf, or cool stellar atmospheres, in which gravitational settling removes primary condensates into cloud layers from cooler gas, preventing the formation of secondary condensates.
The condensation temperatures of minor and trace elements that do not condense as pure phases are computed differently. Many minor and trace elements condense by forming (solid) solutions with host phases made of major elements. For example, iron metal is the host phase for other less abundant metals such as Ni, Co, Ge, or Au. The formation of solid solutions starts when a host phase begins to condense and the minor and trace elements condensing into a host phase have the same condensation temperatures as the host phase itself. On the other hand, the '' 50% condensation temperature '' is a better indication of the extent of condensation or volatility of minor and trace elements and can be computed for major elements as well. At this temperature, half of an element is in the gas and the other half is sequestered into condensates. For example, Ni and Ge both start to condense into Fe metal as soon as Fe metal forms, but 50% of all Ni is condensed in Fe alloy at higher temperatures than 50% of all Ge, which is more volatile. However, it should be noted that the 50% condensation temperatures of trace elements are independent of their total solar system abundance but are dependent on the availability and amount of the major host phase, which do depend on the relative abundances of the major elements.
The selection of host phases for trace element solutions is guided by elemental analyses of minerals in meteorites (see x 3.3). Other indicators of which mineral phases can serve as host phases are general chemical affinities of the elements and phase equilibrium studies done in materials science. The calculation of the 50% condensation temperatures of trace elements also involves the application of activity coefficients in order to take non-ideal solid solutions in a host phase into account. The importance of activity coefficients and their application to condensation temperatures was explored in detail by Larimer (e.g., see Larimer 1967 and many in subsequent studies (e.g., Wai & Wasson 1977 Wasson 1985; Sears 1978; Fegley & Lewis 1980; Kornacki & Fegley 1986 and references therein). Details of the procedure of solid-solution computations applied here are described by Kornacki & Fegley (1986) . When available, activity coefficients were taken from and applied as in the previous condensation studies listed above.
Major Element Condensates
Condensation of the major elements (Al, Ca, Mg, Si, Fe) and other important rock-forming elements (Ti, S, P) is described first because they form the bulk of rocky material, and their condensates serve as host phases for minor and trace elements. The elements H, C, N, O, and the noble gases belong to the major elements, but they condense only at very low temperatures (with the exception of $23% of all oxygen condensing into rock) and are treated separately (x 3.4). Table 7 summarizes the condensation sequence of some major elements for the solar system and photospheric compositions. The condensation temperatures for the solar system composition with higher metallicity are generally somewhat larger (about 10 K) than those calculated for the photospheric composition. Because condensation sequences are similar for both compositions, the following discussion uses condensation temperatures for the solar system abundances.
The most refractory major condensates are Ca-Al-Tibearing compounds. These phases are well known to occur in chondrites as Ca-Al-rich inclusions (CAIs), which likely represent the first condensates in the solar nebula. With dropping temperatures, the initial Ca-Al-rich phases (corundum, hibonite, grossite) are converted to gehlenite, the Al-rich end member of the gehlenite-akermanite solid solution (Ca 2 Al 2 SiO 7 -Ca 2 MgSi 2 O 7 ) called melilite. This is followed by the appearance of anorthite (the Ca-rich member of feldspar) and spinel, which remove more Al, Ca, Si, and Mg from the gas. The first Si-bearing condensate is gehlenite, and the first Mg-bearing condensates are melilite and spinel. However, very little Si and Mg is incorporated into melilite and spinel, and major removal of Mg and Si from the gas begins with the condensation of forsterite (Mg 2 SiO 4 ) and enstatite (MgSiO 3 ).
The condensation temperature of metallic iron is close to that of forsterite. Condensation of the three most abundant rock-forming elements, Mg, Si, and Fe, occurs together over a relatively small ($100 K) temperature interval (Table 7) . Si, Mg, and Fe are often called '' common elements '' (Larimer 1988) because these elements and their condensation temperature range are used as reference to define '' refractory elements '' (elements condensing at higher T than Mg, Si, and Fe) and '' volatile elements '' (condensing at lower T than Mg, Si, and Fe).
The last major rocky condensate that removes sulfur from the gas is troilite. It forms from the condensed Fe alloy and H 2 S gas $650 K below the condensation temperature Tables 8 and 9 give condensation temperatures for all elements and the names of the phase(s) or host(s) for 50% trace element condensation. Appearance condensation temperatures are only listed for the major elements and very refractory elements in Tables 8 and 9 . The latter are given because their compounds can condense prior to any major condensate host. The initial phase formed is given for these '' pure '' compounds. For elements condensing into solid solution with a major element host phase, the dissolving compound assumed in the computations is listed in braces.
Minor and Trace Element Condensation

TABLE 8
Equilibrium Condensation Temperatures for a Solar-System Composition Gas
Element
(1)
Initial Phase {Dissolving Species} (3) The condensation chemistry of minor and trace elements is governed by their geochemical affinities and by the presence of a suitable condensed host phase. Trace element analyses in meteoritic minerals are used as a guide to which major minerals may serve as host phases during condensation (e.g., Allen & Mason 1973; Mason & Graham 1970) . However, the host minerals in meteorites may only preserve the '' final '' product of the condensation sequence, leaving aside any subsequent changes from mineral processing and alteration on the meteorite parent body after accretion of nebular condensates. For example, a trace element may condense into Fe metal but later transfer from metal into troilite once troilite begins to form because the element has more chalcophile (sulfide-loving) than siderophile (metal-loving) tendencies. Such possible redistribution will be mentioned in the following sections, which describe minor and trace element condensation into the major element host phases. Several transition elements condense before any major condensate (x 3.2) forms. The transition metals W, Re, Os, Ir, Mo, Pt, Rh, and Ru condense before iron metal. Refractory metal nuggets and objects known as '' fremdlinge '' (little strangers) in refractory inclusions in meteorites are composed of these elements. Tables 8 and 9 list the 50% condensation temperatures for condensation into a refractory alloy, computed in a similar manner as done before by Fegley & Palme (1985) . The refractory metal 50% condensation temperatures are essentially the same as those obtained by Fegley & Palme (1985) , which is not too surprising because the H 2 O/H 2 ratio of 5 Â 10 À4 applied in their calculations is identical to that obtained here for a solar system composition gas. Condensation of C, N, and O at low temperatures produces the major fraction of solids, as the high-temperature condensates of all other elements (except the noble gases) only make up about one-third of all condensable material. However, the condensation temperatures and types of condensates of C and N (and to some extent of O) are affected by kinetic effects, which are considered in the next sections.
Oxygen Condensation
Water ice condensation sets the benchmark temperature for the appearance of volatile ices. Some oxygen removal from the gas has already taken place with the formation of silicates and oxides. About 23% of all oxygen is bound to rocky elements (Al, Ca, Mg, Si, and Ti) before water ice condenses at 182 K. Magnetite formation from Fe metal at 371 K increases the amount of oxygen bound to rock to 26%. Magnetite formation decreases the condensation temperature of water ice by $0.5 K because then the water vapor partial pressure is lowered slightly. The formation of magnetite also has a small effect on the amount of water ice that condenses. However, it has been known for some time that magnetite formation via a gas-solid oxidation reaction is very slow. For example, complete oxidation of Fe metal in the solar nebula is not expected because the lifetime of the solar nebula is probably too short compared to reaction timescales of magnetite formation (e.g., Fegley 2000) . Therefore, applications of the condensation temperature of magnetite must consider kinetic effects. On the other hand, magnetite formation is faster in an aqueous environment such as a meteorite parent body. Thus, the majority of magnetite observed in CI chondrites most likely originated from aqueous alteration and is not a condensate from nebular gas (see Hong & Fegley 1998 and references therein).
Slow reaction rates are also the reason that the formation of hydrated silicates is problematic at low temperatures and low total pressures (see, e.g., Fegley 1988 Fegley , 2000 . Here, hydrated silicates were not considered as sinks for oxygen condensation. If hydrated silicate condensation were to occur, such silicates would appear at temperatures between 200 and 300 K, which is in between the magnetite and water condensation temperatures. Similar to magnetite, the observed hydrated silicates in carbonaceous chondrites more likely formed on the meteorite parent bodies rather than directly from nebular gas because rock hydration at low temperatures and very low pressures is kinetically infeasible during the lifetime of the solar nebula (see Fegley 2000) .
The condensation of water ice may also be influenced by the potential nonequilibrium chemistry of carbon. Changes in water condensation due to this effect are discussed in the following section.
Carbon Condensation
Condensation of carbon-bearing compounds depends on the gas-phase equilibrium between CO and methane,
as a function of temperature. Under equilibrium conditions, carbon monoxide is the major carbon-bearing gas at high temperature, but is replaced by methane gas with decreasing temperature. At 10 À4 bar, this occurs below $650 K. Pure methane ice then condenses at 41 K. Another potential methane-bearing condensate is CH 4 Á7H 2 O, but this clathrate hydrate requires more oxygen (i.e., a C/O ratio of 0.14) than is available (C/O ¼ 0:5). The amount of water ice present can only bind about 9% of the total carbon in CH 4 Á7H 2 O, which starts to condense at 78 K. Under equilibrium conditions the major fraction of carbon does not condense until the pure methane condensation temperature of 41 K is reached. On the other hand, it has been known for quite some time that the carbon monoxide to methane reaction is very slow at low total pressures and temperatures (e.g., Lewis & Prinn 1980) . If methane formation (and that of other hydrocarbons) is kinetically inhibited, two other cases of carbon condensation chemistry are viable. These cases are endmember cases, as is the equilibrium case described above, which should be kept in mind in applying condensation temperatures to a given low-temperature environment. Table 10 summarizes the condensation temperatures for the equilibrium case and the two nonequilibrium cases described next.
If hydrocarbon formation is kinetically inhibited, reaction (16) is replaced by the reaction
The thermodynamic activity of graphite, the reference state of carbon, increases with decreasing temperature and eventually surpasses unity. Instead of abundant methane gas formation (beginning below $650 K in the equilibrium case), graphite precipitation sets in at 626 K. The CO and CO 2 gas abundances then drop with decreasing temperature. Reaction (17) does not involve water, and the water ice condensation temperature remains at 182 K, as in the equilibrium case above. Note.-At 10 À4 bar total pressure. Solar system composition gas. Ellipses indicates that a compound does not form. a Model A: Hydrocarbon and H-N gas formation kinetically inhibited.
b Model B: Hydrocarbon and H-N gas formation kinetically inhibited and graphite precipitation suppressed.
The third case for carbon condensation considers kinetic inhibition of hydrocarbon formation and suppressed graphite precipitation. If hydrocarbons cannot form at all and graphite condensation is also kinetically inhibited to some extent, CO remains the stable gas because reactions (16) and (17) cannot proceed to the right. However, CO can react with water, and CO is replaced by CO 2 as the major carbonbearing gas with decreasing temperature according to the reaction
This reaction takes place below 650 K, starting at much higher temperatures than water ice condensation under equilibrium (x 3.4.1), so water gas is present for CO 2 formation by reaction (18). With decreasing temperature, reaction (18) shifts to the right-hand side and the CO 2 gas abundance increases at the expense of CO and H 2 O gas. Because reaction (18) lowers the water vapor pressure, the condensation temperature of water ice drops to 121 K, much lower than the 182 K for equilibrium or the second case above. Condensation of water ice then fixes the water vapor pressure in reaction (18), and CO 2 and CO gas abundances drop as oxygen is depleted from the gas. Therefore, CO and CO 2 cannot reach their saturation vapor pressures and CO and CO 2 ices do not form.
As the removal of O into H 2 O ice depletes the gas of oxygen, the carbon oxides would be replaced by C-and Nbearing gases below 121 K. However, near the condensation temperature of water, the gas is extremely supersaturated in carbon, and even if hydrocarbon gas formation is prevented, graphite precipitation is expected. The condensation temperature of graphite then depends on the tolerable carbon supersaturation value, which already reaches about 700 times the equilibrium value at 500 K. Therefore, graphite precipitation is expected at some temperature below 626 K, where the graphite activity reaches unity (if hydrocarbon formation is inhibited). This means that the water condensation temperature for this case also depends on the temperature at which graphite precipitation sets in. The minimum water condensation temperature is in the range from 121 K (no graphite precipitation above 121 K) to 182 K (graphite precipitation at 626 K).
In neither case above is the formation of CO-bearing ices expected, because CO is converted to CH 4 (g), graphite, or CO 2 . This may not rule out the possibility that CO ices may form when other kinetic pathways are considered. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Nitrogen Condensation
Nitrogen condensation chemistry is tied to the gas equilibrium
favoring ammonia gas formation at low temperatures (and high pressures). At 10 À4 bar, ammonia is the major N-bearing gas below $325 K. As for carbon above, kinetics determine whether or not reaction (19) proceeds to equilibrium (Lewis & Prinn 1980) , and two cases for nitrogen condensation are considered here. Under equilibrium conditions, ammonia hydrate (NH 3 ÁH 2 O) condenses at 131 K by the reaction of ammonia gas and water ice, and 50% of all nitrogen is in this hydrate by 123 K.
The kinetic inhibition of molecular nitrogen to ammonia gas formation or to any other N-H-bearing compounds is the other end-member case for nitrogen condensation. If molecular nitrogen remains the major N-bearing gas, N 2 is the expected constituent of N-bearing condensates such as N 2 Á7H 2 O, N 2 Á6 H 2 O, or N 2 ice. The formation of N 2 clathrate hydrate depends on the availability of water ice. The amount of water ice is not sufficient to bind all N 2 to N 2 Á7H 2 O, but just about right for N 2 Á6H 2 O. Condensation begins with N 2 Á7H 2 O (s) at 58 K, which takes only a small fraction of total nitrogen. Subsequently, nitrogen condenses as N 2 Á6H 2 O, and 50% of nitrogen is condensed by 52 K. This assumes that no water ice is consumed by methane clathrate, which is reasonable because if the N 2 to ammonia conversion is kinetically inhibited, so should be the CO to CH 4 conversion, and methane clathrate would not form. However, the N 2 clathrate hydrate condensation temperature is below the water ice condensation temperature irrespective of whether or not graphite condensation is taking place (x 3.3.2).
Noble Gas Condensation
Among the noble gases, only the heavier ones are likely to condense. Helium partial pressures are much too small to reach the vapor pressure over liquid He, and temperatures below the space background temperature of $3 K would be required for He to condense. The condensation temperature of 9 K for solid Ne is also fairly low. The noble gases Ar, Kr, and Xe can form clathrate hydrates of the form XÁ6H 2 O, and only a relatively small fraction ($0.04) of the total water ice is needed for clathrate hydrate formation. The condensation temperatures of the clathrate hydrates of Ar, Kr, and Xe are at 48, 53, and 69 K, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
The heavy-element fractionation processes in the Sun make it necessary to distinguish two elemental abundance sets: the photospheric, fractionated abundances and the solar system, unfractionated abundances. Meteoritic abundances from CI chondrites are only suitable to refine the relative abundances of the heavy elements but cannot be used to constrain the absolute element/hydrogen ratios or the total mass fractions X, Y, and Z. When elemental abundances are normalized to the cosmochemical scale of Si ¼ 10 6 atoms, only the H and He abundances are different for both abundance sets. The solar photosphere has a lower metallicity of about 84% of that of the proto-Sun. The difference in metallicity causes higher condensation temperatures (by $10 K) for the gas of solar system composition.
The 50% condensation temperatures give the volatility groupings for the elements with solar system abundances at 10 À4 bar, as follows. Ultrarefractory elements with 50% condensation temperatures above 1650 K are the metals Os, Re, and W, the lithophile elements Al, Hf, Sc, Th, Y, Zr, and the heavy rare earth elements Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and Lu. Highly refractory elements with 50% condensation temperatures between 1650 and 1500 K are the metals Ir, Mo, and Ru, and the lithophile elements Ca, Nb, Ta, Ti, U, and the light REE La, Pr, Nd, and Sm. Refractory elements have 50% condensation temperatures between 1500 and 1360 K. They include the metals Pt and Rh, and the lithophile elements Ba, Be, Ce, Sr, V, and Yb. The condensation temperature range of 1360-1290 K of the common elements Mg, Si, and Fe is shared by the metals Co, Cr, Ni, and Pd, and lithophile Eu. The moderately volatile elements have 50% condensation temperatures between 1290 and 704 K, before FeS appears. This group contains the siderophile elements Ag, As, Au, Bi, Cu, Ga, Ge, P, Pb, Sb, and Te, the lithophile elements Cs, B, K, Li, Na, Mn, Rb, and Zn, and the halogens Cl and F. Troilite condensation marks the high end of the temperature range for volatile element condensation between 704 and 371 K, where 50% condensation of the chalcophile elements Cd, In, S, Se, and Tl occurs. The siderophile Sn and the halogens Br and I also belong to the volatile elements. The highly volatile elements C, N, O, noble gases, and Hg condense (if at all) below 371 K.
The recent downward revisions for C, N, and O abundances introduce significant changes in the mass of total condensate expected from both the photospheric and solarcomposition abundance sets, when compared to the solar abundances from Anders & Grevesse (1989) . Table 11 summarizes the condensate mass distribution between rocky and icy matter for the three elemental abundance sets. The largest amount of condensate is obtained for the solar composition by Anders & Grevesse (1989) , where $1.9% of the total mass ends up in condensate (the contribution in mass from noble gas condensates is excluded here). The solar system composition yields only 1.5% total condensate mass, the photospheric composition slightly less (1.3%). In all cases, the rocky matter makes up $0.44% to 0.49% of the total mass, and most of the condensed mass is from lowtemperature ices. The Anders & Grevesse (1989) composition yields a water/ice to rock ratio of $2, which is reduced to about unity for the solar system and photospheric compositions. These changes are important for modeling the chemistry of the outer solar nebula and for models of the formation of the giant planets and their satellites and of comets.
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